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Sunday, March 29, 2020
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Good morning to you all,
My body clock won out this morning & having turned the clocks back an
hour to begin British Summer Time last night, when the alarm went off at
7am this morning I got up & switched it off & went back to bed to wake
up again exactly an hour later!
Image 1: We have just completed the first week of the current paper
collection, a Trio of Flowers, so a way to go with that yet.
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Image 2: The penultimate sheet from these card kits now, & I plan on
uploading the final one in the coming week too.
Image 3: Another new design to add to the Just Words page with this
sheet of decorative greeting plaques, I kept the colour scheme bright &
fresh but with lots of colours to remind us all that spring really is underway!
Images 4 & 5: A little duo I created using Kate Greenaway images, so a
decoupaged topper with additional mini images & paper ‘ribbon’,
accompanied by a full sheet backing paper that matches.
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Image 6: A rather pretty little oval decoupage now of a lady carrying a
bunch of flowers & I thought I would add a shaped panel behind the
main image just to give it a bit more of a lift when you use it on your
project. I have also included some extra mini images for you to either use
elsewhere on the project, or perhaps on another one.
Image 7: Another celebration of springtime now with this deep
decoupage topper sheet; with so many layers you may want to split the
set over two projects, particularly if you are planning on sending them
through the post. This is the first of a quartet of sheets if you want to collect
them all.
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Images 8: This final card kit from the rose file completes the collection of
fourteen, no Idea why fourteen to be honest, it just panned out that way?
Images 9 & 10: A second duo for the coming week is this one that I called
‘Little Bo Peep’ & was the image in the resource file that made me
realised that some had been taken from old story books for kids!
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Anyhow, another decoupage sheet, which gets pretty intricate so you
may need your craft knife to hand, with a couple of mini images as well
as the accompanying full sheet backing paper.
Image 11: This is one of a trio of sheets that I did in different colour ways,
this one is autumn & I will use it as the bonus sheet for this morning, & then I
will post the other two direct to page.

Rita x

